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Abstract
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Having -lO’oo of possiblefolds [l], how doesthe protein
chain spontaneously[2] chooseits native structure: as the
most stable fold - but how the chain can find time to single
it among 10rooof other folds? as the me&stablefold which
forms rapidly enough - but why then is protein folding so
perfectly reversible [3] and why only the most stable
structures of model protein chains demonstratea reliable
folding [4]? A purposeof this paper is show that a protein
chain can find its most stable fold fast and without sorting
out of all its other folds, i.e. to elucidate the “Levinthal
paradox” [l].
We will considerthe chainsand conditions providing the
“all-or-none” thermodynamic transition from the coil to
the native state. It is known that such a thermodynamic
behavior is typical [3] but requires specially selected
sequenceswith a large energy gap between the lowestenergy fold and its competitors[5,6$ Our aim is to prove
that in this casethe most stable fold of an N-residue chain
is achieved much rapidly, i.e., that a stabIe structure
automatically forms a fast folding pathway to this
structure..

An N-residue chain can fold in N steps, each of which
adds of one residueto a growing native structure (Fig.1).
Here we will consider folding pathways of this kind. The
additional pathways can only acceleratethe folding since
the ratesof parallel reactionsare additive.
If the free energy would be downhill along all the
pathway, a loo-residue chain would fold in -100 nsec,
since the growth of a structure (e.g., an cl-helix) by 1
residue takes a few nanoseconds[7]. If protein folding
takes more than 100 ns, this is becausethe free energy
increasesat somestepsof folding, and most of the folding
time is spent climbing the free energy barrier and falling
back, rather‘than moving along the folding pathway. A
simple, basedon the transition statetheory [S] estimateof
the transition time is:

FOLDING TIME - +p(-

AG#IRT)

Here T is the absolutetemperature,R - the gas constant,

AG’ - the free energyof the transition state counted off
the initial free energy miniium, and t- 1 ns is the time of
adding of oneresidueto the growing structure.
be the
Let AE,, A& and AG,, = Al?,, -TM,,
interaction energy,the conformational entropy and the free
energy, respectively, of the intermediatewhere n links are
already fixed in the final positions while other N-n links
are disordered counted off those of the disordered chain
(hence,all the A$ < 0). One can seethat
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Here A.&,, , MN and AG, are, respectively, the
energy, entropy and free enery differences between the
final structure and the disordered state. At the point of
thermodynamic equiliirimn betweenthe final structure and
the disordered state the AG, = 0, and the free energy
barrier is
AG#/BT

= ITI.~.{ AG,/IU]

(-A&/R)-mnm{ASn/ASN

=

-

c2)

For the basic estimate of AG’, we consider a pathway
proceeding via more or less compact intermediates and
into account only the main free energy constituents; they
are proportional to the volume n and surface P of the
intermediate. Hence, A&

is proportional to n - &nu3

and Mn to - n - ynnz3 where & - 1 accountsfor a
usual energeticsurfacetension and Ye for the entropic one
[9]. The last is connectedwith the average entropy spent
to close a loop protruding from the nucleus; yn - 1 since
the loop entropy is - l.~(pn>, where m is the loop length,
and the loop probabiity is proportional to m-3R[lo]. Note
that

AG’

would

be

(-ASN/R)~~n/N-n/N)=O

ifboththesurface
tension terms p and ywere equal to zero. The expansionof
Eq.(2) over small terms proportional to p and rgives

Here 0 = - ASN/iVR is a constant(2.3 according to [3])
determinedby the entropy loss of one residue in the native
protein relative to the coil.
Thus, the activation barrier is proportional to A@ rather
than to N (the latter is the Levinthal estimate).A physical
reason for this effect is the entropy-by-energy
compensationin the course of folding [ll]. The sequence
heterogeneitycan lead to somechangeof the barrier due to
the ruggedness of the folding pathway,
but the
corresponding term is smaller, -MC [12], and does not
changethe abovebasic estimate.Thus

FOLDING

TIME - exp(N*“)
nanoseconds

(4)

is, on the average, sufficient to achieve the most stable
fold. Despite the non-polynomial @JR)dependenceon the
residue number iV (which agrees with the general
mathematical theory [13]), this folding time is not too
long: a lOO- or 150-residueprotein finds its most stable
fold within minutes (however, this can be a problem for a
bigger protein, unless each of its domains searchesfor its
stablefold separately,as it probably does[3]).
The above consideration neglects the entropy of
possible knotting of the disordered loops: it seemsto be
very small as comparedwith the effects considered above
[14]. However, this is correct only until the chains are not
extremely long. Numerical experiments with the nonphantom polymers show that on cau expect one knot for a
chain region of about 100 links. More precise: for a region
from 27 links for the most knotted chain to 335 links for a
coil formed by an extremely thin chain, and for much
longer for a thick chain (see [ 14,151 and the refs. therein).
Thus, a necessity of correct knotting on the early folding
steps(Fig.2) will introduce a multiplier of -exp(O.OlN) in
the above given estimate of the folding time, but this
multiplier can becomereally important only for the chains
of many thousands of residues which is far above the
normal size of protein chains.
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Conclusion

The main feature of folding intermediatesshown in Fig.1 is
that they consist of a compact nucleus with a native
arrangement of involved residues, while the remaining
chain is loose and capable of fast rearrangement. In this
way the protein avoids a very slow rearrangement of a
compact globule and such a folding pathway is not as
ragged as it has been suggestedfor rearrangement of a
denseglobule [ 161.
Fast folding takesplace only in that range of conditions
where the misfolded states cannot trap the folding since
they are less stable than both the fmal lowest-energy fold
and the initial unfolded state (Fig.3). Hence, a fast and
unambiguousfolding can occur only in those chains which
provide a large energy gap betweenthe lowest-energyfold
and the other folds [4,17].
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Figure 1. Possible pathway of a sequential folding. Solid line shows the backbone fixed in its native
conformation (the fixed side-chainsare not shown; the region occupied by them is shown by dots). Note
that it is always possibleto choosesuch a pathway where compactnuclei are decoratedby the protruding
loops from only one side.All the disorderedchain regions are shown by the dashedline.

Figure 2. Successfulfolding of the semi-foldedprotein to the final structure requires a correct knotting of
the disorderedloops already in the folding intermediate.
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Figure 3. Folding under different conditions.Bold lines show the free-energiesof the native fold (IQ of the
unfolded chain (U), and of the misfolded structures(h4); dashedline showsthe free energy of the totality
of all the misfolded folds. Dotted lines show schematicallythe behavior of free energy along the folding
pathways;a small ruggednessof the free energyprofiles is not shown. (A) The native fold is more stable
than the coil, and the coil is more stablethan all the n&folded forms taken together; rapid folding to the
native stateis not h&dered by kinetic traps. (B) Both native and misfolded folds are more stablethan the
coil (which is a phase where fast rearrangementoccurs);the chain rapidly forms the misfolded forms and
then slowly undergoesa transition to the stable state N via the unfolded state. The arrows show the
mainstreamof the folding process.
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